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1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The basic disadvantage of the standard two-level method is the strong dependence 
of its convergence rate on the size of the coarse-level problem. In order to obtain 
the optimal convergence result, one is limited to using a coarse space which is only 
a few times smaller than the size of the fine-level one. Consequently, the asymptotic 
cost of the resulting method is the same as in the case of using a coarse-level solver 
for the original problem. Today's two-level domain decomposition methods typically 
offer an improvement by yielding a rate of convergence which depends on the ratio of 
fine and coarse level only polylogarithmically ( [BPS86], [BPS89], [DSW94], [Man93], 
[FR91], [MT]). However, these methods require the use of local subdomain solvers for 
which straightforward application of iterative methods is problematic, while the usual 
application of direct solvers is expensive. 

We suggest a method diminishing significantly these difficulties. Following the 
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unpublished technical report [VK95], we develop a simple abstract framework based 
on the concept of smoothed aggregation introduced in [VMB] with aggregates derived 
from the system of nonoverlapping subdomains. We show that the smoothing of the 
coarse-space by an appropriate polynomial of degree about N;;d (symbol d denotes the 
dimension of the problem to be solved and Nes is the characteristic number of degrees 
of freedom per sub domain) can assure the coarse-space size independent convergence. 
The associated cost is significantly smaller than that of the local solvers in the case of 
standard domain decomposition. Moreover, it decreases as d increases. 

Because of the page limit, we only apply the abstract framework to the case of scalar 
equation with jumps in coefficients. More general problems and numerical experiments 
will be treated in [TVB]. 

1.2 ABSTRACT FRAMEWORK 

We are interested in a numerical solution of a system of linear algebraic equations 

Ax= b (1.1) 

with a symmetric positive definite n x n matrix A. Let P : IRm ---+ IRn, m < < n be a 
linear injective tentative prolongator and S E [IRn] a symmetric smoother commuting 
with A. Let us set 

As= S2A, I W 
S = I - -As, w E ( 0, 2), p = p( As). p (1.2) 

Furthermore, let x +-- Ss(x, b) and x +-- Ss, (x, b) be relaxation methods consistent 
with (1.1) such that their linear parts are matrices S and S'. Our algorithm is 
a standard variational two-level method with a smoothed prolongator SP, a pre
smoother Ss and a post-smoother Ss'. 

Algorithm 1 Given the initial approximation x, 

repeat 

1. x +-- Ss(x, b), 
2. solve (PT AsP)v = pTS(Ax-b), 
3. x+-x- SPv , 
4. x +-- Ss, (x, b) 

until convergence; 
5. Post process x +-- Ss(x, b). 

In the following, we will prove that, for a suitable S and P, steps 1-4 of the algorithm 
ensure convergence independent of the dimension ratio n/m in the As-norm. The 
postprocessing step 5 of the algorithm enables us to prove the same result in the 
energy norm of the original problem (1.1). The main disadvantage of the convergence 
estimate in As-norm is its indirect coarse-space dependence as for a smaller coarse
space we need a more powerfull smoother S to get the optimal convergence result. 
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Assumption 2 Let the smoother S be a symmetric matrix that commutes with A,  and 
p(S) ::; 1. We assume that the tentative prolongator P satisfies the weak approximation 
property in the following form: For every u E IRn, there exists v E IRm such that 

(1.3) 

For the prolongator smoother S, we require 

(1.4) 

where Cv(m, n) , Ct, C2 > 0, and C1, C2 do not depend on m and n. 

Remark 3 For second order problems, we typically have Cv(m, n) = Hlh {the ratio 
of local meshsizes on the coarse and the fine level). In Section 1.3 we construct S as 
a suitable polynomial in A for which p(S2 A) � N-2 p(A) , where N denotes the degree 
of S. In order to satisfy Assumption 2, we need N � HI h. This choice yields a coarse 
level matrix (SP)T A(SP) with a number of nonzero entries per row uniformly bounded 
with respect to HI h. Detailed arguments will be given in Section 1.3. 

The following theorem shows that, under Assumption 2, the convergence rate of 
Algorithm 1 is independent of dimensions m and n of the coarse and fine spaces. 

Theorem 4 Let ei denote the error after i iterations given by steps 1-4 of Algorithm 
1 , and ef = Sea the error smoothed by step 5. Then, it holds that 

h C (C1C2)-2w(2-w) 0 H . th d 
. 

t .f. (1 2) w ere 3 = 1+(c1 c2) 2w(2-w) > . ere w zs e ampzng parame er Jrom . . 

(1.5) 

Proof. Since p(S)::; 1 and er = Sei, we have lleriiA = lleiiiAs and lleoiiAs::; lleoiiA· 
Therefore, the second inequality in (1.5) follows from the first one. 

It is obvious that the linear part of the steps 1-4 is given by 

S'[ I- SP(PT AsP)-1 pT SA]S = S' S[ I- P(PT AsP)-1 pT As]. 

Thus, the method can be viewed as a standard two-level method for solving a problem 
with matrix As (in place of A) and prolongator P (in place of SP). 

Since I- P(PT AsP)-1 pT As is the As-orthogonal projection onto As-orthogonal 
complement of Range (P) (i.e. , projection onto Ker (PT As)), S' S = SS', p(S) ::; 1, 
and p(S') ::; 1, we have 

II ' [ ( T )-
1 T Jll . { IISxiiAs IIS'xiiAs } ( ) S S I- P P AsP P As As::; sup mm 

II II ' II II 
· 1.6 

XEKer(PT As) X As X As 

In the rest of the proof, we will show that at least one of the expressions in the 
minimum above is bounded by 1 - C3 for any x E Ker ( pT As). 

We first express IIS'xiiAs /llxiiAs in terms of IISxiiAs lllxiiAs. It is easy to see that 

(1.7) 
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Let us recall that As = AS2, and A and S commute. Hence, we can write IIS2xll� = 
IISxll�s, and 

11Asxll2 _ IIAsxll2 IIS2xll� _ IIAS2xW IISxll�s 
llxll�s - IIS2xll� llxll�s - IIS2xll� llxll�s . (1.8) 

Now, consider x E Ker ( pT As) = Ker ( pT AS2). Then, setting u = S2x, we have 
u E Ker (PTA) = Range (P)l.A. From the weak approximation condition (1.3), we 
estimate the ratio 1\����r using the standard orthogonality argument: For v E IRm 

from (1.3), we obtain 

!lull� = (Au, u) = (Au, u- Pv) ::; IIAull llu- Pvll ::; c1 Cn(m, n )p112(A)IIAull lluiiA· 

Therefore, 
IIAull > c-1c-1(m n)p1/2(A) 
lluiiA - 1 D ' . 

Substituting this estimate into (1.8) and using ...A ... ssumption 2, \Ve get 

IIAsxll2 -2 -2( ) ( ) IISxll�s -2 IISxll�s 
llxll�s 

2::01 CD m,n P A 
llxll�s 2:: (C1C2) p(As) 

llxll�s . 

Thus, by (1. 7) 
IIS'xll�s IISxll�s -2 
llxll�s 

::; [1- llxll�s 
( 01 C2) w(2- w )] . 

Since IISxll�s /llxll�s ::; 1, we may finally write using (1.6) 

(1.9) 

liS' S[I- P(PT AsP)-1 pT As]IIAs ::; sup min {a, 1- a(C1C2)-2w(2- w)}. 
aE[0,1] 

The expression on the right hand side is bounded by 1+(c1c2l2w(2-w) which completes 
the proof. D 

1.3 EXAMPLE OF A TENTATIVE COARSE SPACE AND 
PROLONGATOR SMOOTHER 

Let n c IR2 be a Lipschitz domain and T be a shape-regular (locally quasiuniform) 
finite element mesh on n. Let Vr be P1 or Q1 finite element space associated with the 
mesh T with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions imposed at some nodes ofT nan. 
Note that, for the purpose of numerical solution of the discretized problem, we do 
not need any assumptions on the form or measure of the part of the boundary with 
Dirichlet conditions imposed. For simplicity, we assume that the finite element basis 
functions <(Ji are scaled so that llsoill£oo = 1. We consider the following elliptic model 
problem: Find u E Vr such that 

2 �i au(x) av(x) An(u, v)=(f, v)£2(0) VvEVr, An(u, v)=L...J a(x)-a-. -a. dx. 
i=1 0 Xz Xz 

(1.10) 
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We allow large variation of a(x) between the subdomains; more detailed assumptions 
on a(x) will be specified below. 

Finite element discretization of (1.10) on Vr leads to a system of linear algebraic 
equations with a symmetric positive definite matrix Ar. In order to accomodate 
discontinuities of the coefficient a( x), we will solve the system with a diagonally scaled 
matrix A= n-112ArD-112 instead, where D = diag(Ar) . 

For the sake of construction of the tentative prolongator P we need a system {ni}?;1 
of closed disjoint subdomains of n such that each subdomain ni is a simply connected 
closure of an aggregate of elements. We assume that each node of the underlying finite 
element mesh belongs to exactly one of the subdomains and that there is a layer 
one element wide between two neighboring subdomains. Further, we assume that the 
family of sub domains { ni} satisfies the following properties: 

Assumption 5 
(i) We assume, that there is about the same number of elements in each subdomain 

ni. Let us denote the characteristic number of elements per subdomain by Nes and set 
h = Ne�112• We require that subdomain ni can be mapped onto a reference subdomain 
n = [ 0, 1] X [ 0, 1] by a one-to-one locally Lipschitz mapping Gi: 

II{JG;-l(xA)II :::; h
c

(
h
�)

' 
\../ A rr ( ) o 

• " v X = .r i X ' X E IU.i ' (1.11) 

where h( x) is the local meshsize in the neighborhood of x and c, C > 0 are constants 
uniform with respect to i. Symbol II · II denotes a matrix operator norm. 

(ii) The coefficient a( x) is allowed only a modest variation within each subdomain 
in the sense that a(x) � ai > 0, Vx E ni. 

(iii) Ifni and n1 are adjacent subdomains ( there exists T E T so that 8Tnani =f. 0 
and {)T n anj =f. 0 ) and ai > > aj' the jump in a( X) occurs along ani. In other words, 
the discontinuity is located on the boundary of the subdomain with the larger value of 
a(x). 

Conditions ( 1.11) imply that an element T C ni of size h( x) is mapped by Gi onto 
Gi(T) of size about h. Thus, Gi maps locally quasi-uniform mesh on ni onto a quasi
uniform mesh of meshize h, and subdomains ni are reasonable aggregates consisting 
of about Nes = it-2 elements. If the mesh T is quasi-uniform (h(x) �h), then h(x)jh 
can be viewed as the characteristic size of ni. Note that, if a subdomain decomposing 
algorithm uses only the adjacency of elements or nodes and generates shape regular 
subdomains in the case of quasiuniform mesh, then for locally quasi-uniform meshes 
it can be expected to generate subdomains satisfying (1.11). 

The purpose of assumption (iii) is to assure that the basis function 'Pi associated 
with a node Vj E ni' satisfies 

(1.12) 

If (iii) were not satisfied, (1.12) could be violated for the basis functions corresponding 
to the nodes on anj adjacent to a sub domain ni with ai > > aj. 

The tentative prolongator based on scaled aggregations is defined as follows. 
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Algorithm 6 
{ 1 if the node Vi belongs to subdomain {li, 

(i) Set P.· · - ' 
z; - 0, otherwise. 

(ii) Set P +--- D112 P, where D = diag(AT ) . 

For each subdomain, we introduce an index set Fi of all unconstrained (with no 
Dirichlet boundary conditions imposed) degrees of freedom associated with ni. Let 
II : IRn ---+ Vr denotes the finite element interpolator given by Ilx = L::j=1 Xj!.pj, 
the local interpolator IliX = L:jEFi Xj!.pj, and discrete l2(Fi)-norm llxllf2(Fi ) = 

L:jEFi xJ, x E IRn. 
Let n� be a subset of ni consisting of all elements T C ni such that all degrees 

of freedom on T are unconstrained. On each subdomain we define a linear mapping 
Qi : IRn ---+ IRn (acting on the degrees of freedom of Fi only) to be the 12(Fi)
orthogonal projection onto the one-dimesional space of vectors spanned by c E IRn 
such that Cj = 1 for j E Fi, zero elsewhere. 

Lemma 1 (Discrete scaled Poincare-Friedrichs inequality) For every u E 
IRn, it holds that 

(1.13) 

the constant C > 0 depends on the constants from (1.11) and on the aspect ratios of 
elements in ni only. 

Proof Consider a transformed function il = u o Gi1 i.e. il(x) = u(Gi1(x)), x E fl. 
Let us define a weighted L2-norm by llull£2 = llu(x)/h(x)ll£2. Owing to (1.11), h 
H1-seminorm scales uniformly, i.e. luiHl(Oi):::::::: luiHl(O)· It can be easily seen that 

Let c E IRn be the vector given by Cj = 1 for j E Fi, zeroes elsewhere (as in the 
definition of Qi)· Then, by the equivalence of 12(Fi) and L� (r2D for finite element 
functions , f2i C ni, and the scaling above, we have for a E IR 

llu- aclll2(Fi) :::::::: IIIIiu- aiiL�(n�) 
� IIIIiu- aiiL�(ni) :::::::: h,-1II(IIiu- a) 0 Gi1ll£2(0)' 

(1.14) 

Using the definition of Qi, inequality (1.14), Poincare-Friedrichs inequality on 0 and 
the uniform scaling of H1 seminorm, we obtain 

llu- QiuiiP (Fi) infaERlllu- aclll2(Fi) � ch,-l infaERlii(IIiu) 0 Gi1- all£2(0) 
< c'h-1 I(IIiu) 0 Gi11Hl(O) � c'h-1IIIiuiHl(Oi)' 

concluding the proof. D 
Now we are ready to prove the weak approximation property (1.3). 

Lemma 2 (Weak approximation property) Under Assumption 5, the inequality 
(1.3) is satisfied with Cn(m, n) = N1/2 and C1 that depends only on constants from 
(1.11) and aspect ratios of elements. 
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Proof We set Q = D112(2=�1 Qi)D-112• Let u E IRn, x = D1 12u. Then, using (1.12), 

m m 
!lull�= llxll�7 = An(IIx, IIx) � LAni(IIix, IIix) � Cl::ailllixiHl(fli)' 

i=1 i=1 
m m 

i=1 i=1 
From here, setting Pv = Qu and using Lemma 1 and p(A) :::; C, the statement follows. 
D 

In the rest of this section we will discuss the choice of the prolongator smoother S. 
Let p be the estimate of p( A) satisfying 

p(A) :::; p:::; Cpp(A). 
For any integer i � 0, we define P i = -/r, Ao =A and 

i-1 
c .  _ TT vrv.
.:Ji- 11 l'tj , 

j=O 
TXV,- _ T 4 �-1 A . A • _ rxv2 ,1 . _ n j - .L - 3Pj .n.J' .n.J - vr j-1.aJ-l· 

(1.15) 

(1.16) 

It is easy to see that deg(Si) :::; �3i. We choose the prolongator smoother S = SK for 
K such that 

deg(SK+l) � qN:/2 � deg(SK ), 

where q E (0, 1] is a given parameter. 

(1.17) 

Theorem 7 Let the tentative prolongator P be given by Algorithm 6 with the system 
of subdomains {O i}�1 satisfying Assumption 5. Let the prolongator smoother S be 
defined by (1.15)-(1.17). Then, the statement of Theorem 4 is valid with the constant 
C3 independent of the meshsize, coefficients ai, constant Nes, and boundary conditions. 
Moreover, the coarse-level matrix and the smoothed prolongator SP have a uniformly 
bounded number of nonzero entries per row. 

Proof. Due to Lemma 2, the approximation property (1.3) is satisfied with C(m, n) = 
Ni/2• Let us show that (1.4) holds with the same C(m, n) . From definition (1.16), we 
have 82 A= AK+1· By induction, we can prove p(Ai) :::; Pi: Fori = 0, the inequality 
holds by (1.15); assume it holds for j :::; i. Then, by (1.16) 

4 4 p(Ai+d = max (1- -3p;1t)2t :::; m� (1- -3p;1t)2t:::; Pi+1· tEq(Ai) tE[O,pi] 

Hence, p(AK) :::; g-K p. Considering that, by (1.17), K � log3 Ni/2, we get (1.4). 
The optimal convergence result now follows from Theorem 4. 

Let us show that the number of nonzero entries per row of the coarse-level matrix 
Ac = (SP)T A(SP) is bounded uniformly with respect to Nes. It is easy to see that 
[Ac]ij can be nonzero only if supp(IISPei) n supp(IISPei) # 0, where ei is the i-th 
canonical basis vector of IRm

. Clearly, supp(IIPei) is the domain ni with one belt 
of surrounding elements added. Bounded overlaps of such supports are obvious. The 
smoother S adds at most qNes strips of elements. Consequently, each support has a 
nonempty intersection with only a bounded number of other supports. D 
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Theorem 8 Let the assumptions of Theorem 7 be fulfilled and the Choleski 
factorization be used to solve the coarse-level problem. Then, the optimal number of 
elements per subdomain is Nes � n215 and the system (1.1) can be solved to the level 
of truncation error in 0( n 1.2) operations. 

Proof. We only consider the components of the algorithm which cost more than 0( n) 
operations. During the setup, such procedures involve evaluation of SP (O(N1/2n) 
operations) and Choleski factorization of the coarse-level matrix, which costs O(m2) = 
0( n2 / Nes) operations. As Theorem 7 assures the optimal convergence result, we 
only have to perform 0(1) iterations. Nonscalable procedures during each iteration 
are the smoothing (O(N1/2n) operations) and the back substitution (O(ml.5) = 

O((n/Nf/2)1.5). The statement follows by trivial manipulations. D 
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